Tversky's (Tversky, A., 1977. Features of similarity. Psychological Review 84, 327-352) contrast model of similarity is used to examine the locus of two contextual effects on product judgments. More familiar stimuli may be perceived as more similar as well as more dissimilar than less familiar stimuli. Priming subjects' product knowledge should, meanwhile, increase the similarity of brands but decrease the similarity of categories. We argue that both of these context effects should be more prominent among the moderately proximal stimuli in any given set. Two studies, one examining the similarity/dissimilarity effect and one examining priming effects, support this conclusion. The observed priming effects were also stronger for brands than for categories. Overall these context effects appear more localized than previously assumed.
I. Introduction
Proximity measures are used in a wide variety of consumer and market research domains. Traditionally they have served as input to multidimensional scaling and clustering techniques in order to examine product perceptions and market structure (Cooper, 1983; Shocker and Srinivasan, 1979) . More recently, proximity measures have been used in research on choice models (Glazer et al., 1991; Tversky and Sattath, 1979) , categories and categorization (Barsalou, 1983 (Barsalou, , 1985  control over the context of a comparison. However, it is unclear just how pervasive these context effects are.
This paper examines the locus of context effects on product proximity judgments. We focus on two types of effects, a similarity/dissimilarity effect and a priming effect. Tversky (1977; Tversky and Gati, 1978) demonstrates that more familiar stimuli may be judged as both more similar and more dissimilar than less familiar stimuli. Priming attribute associations should, meanwhile, increase the perceived proximity of similar brands but decrease the perceived proximity of dissimilar categories. The contrast model framework is used to argue that these context effects should vary as a function of both the relative proximity of the products in a set and their categorical level. Two studies, one examining the similarity/dissimilarity effect and one examining priming effects, indicate that the effects are concentrated at a moderate level of relative proximity. Priming is also shown to have a greater effect on the proximity of brands than on the proximity of categories. The results have implications for those concerned about the degree to which context affects product judgments, how we operationalize proximity and proximity related constructs in marketing research, and similarity scaling.
Study one: Similarity versus dissimilarity
Traditional geometric models of proximity presume that similarities are a direct reflection of dissimilarities. Yet Tversky and others (Gati and Tversky, 1984; Medin et al., 1990; Tversky, 1977; Tversky and Gati, 1978, 1982) demonstrate systematic violations of this relationship. A classic example involves sets of countries where each set contains a prominent or familiar pair of countries and an unfamiliar pair (e.g., East and West Germany versus Ceylon and Nepal). Tversky and Gati (1978) asked one group of subjects to select which of the two pairs was more similar while another group selected which of the two pairs was more different. On average, the more familiar pairs were selected more frequently in both conditions. Johnson (1981) reports a similar violation of consistency between similarities and dissimilarities in a consumer products context, particularly for soft drinks. Tversky's (1977) contrast model helps explain this and other contextual effects. He argues that, when faced with a similarity or dissimilarity judgment, people extract from memory a limited list of relevant features to perform the task. The contrast model views proximity judgments as a comparison or contrast of these extracted features. Common features add to similarity while distinctive features detract. Likewise, distinctive features add to dissimilarity while common features detract. Stated formally as a linear model, the similarity between any two stimuli a and b, s (a,b) , associated with feature sets A and B, respectively, is:
s(a,b) = Of( A n B) -or f( A -B) -/3f( B -A)
( 1) where (An B) are those features common to a and b, (A-B) are those features distinctive to a, (B -A) are those features distinctive to b, f is a function describing the measure or relative contribution of the individual features toward the proximity judgment, and 0, a, and 13 are weights on the different common and distinctive feature sets. Analogously, the dissimilarity between any two stimuli a and b, d (a,b) , may be described as:
d( a,b) =af( A -B) + /3f( B-A) -Of( A NB). (2)
A key feature of the contrast model is that the relative weights placed on the feature sets (0, a, and /3) are a function of the particular judgment task or context. For similarity judgments, it is natural to place relatively more weight on common features (0 > a +/3). When judging dissimilarity, distinctive features should be relatively more important (a + 13 > 0). Thus, a pair of stimuli that has a large measure of both common and distinctive features may be judged as relatively similar in a similarity context as well as relatively dissimilar in a dissimilarity context.
The implication is that the proximity measure one obtains may be highly dependent on the nature of the judgment task. Medin et al. (1990) go as far as to argue that similarities and differences should not be viewed as interchangeable. Malhotra (1990) also argues that these two judgments are quite different in market research applications. However, the contrast model only predicts such a context effect when there is significant variance in the feature measures of the stimuli, or the f function in Eqs. (1) and (2), which reflects the salience or prominence of the various features associated to the stimuli. The effect may be quite localized such that similarities generally mirror dissimilarities. Hosman and Kuennapas (1972; reported in Tversky, 1977) , for example, found a correlation of -0.98 between independent judgments of the similarity and dissimilarity of lower case letters. Even Tversky and Gati (1978) found a similarity/dissimilarity correlation of -0.98 across all twenty-one pairs of countries in their study.
The locus of the similarity/dissimilarity effect
The important question is to what degree this context effect pervades consumer judgments. The contrast model predicts consistency between similarities and dissimilarities whenever stimuli have equivalent feature measures (Tversky, 1977) . Put differently, when the common and distinctive features among a set of stimuli are equally prominent or salient, similarity and dissimilarity judgments should be highly related if not interchangeable. Only when certain stimuli in a set have more prominent or salient common as well as distinctive features than other stimuli should they be perceived and judged as more similar and dissimilar.
We identify a similarity/dissimilarity context effect by the degree to which the average similarity plus average dissimilarity (i.e., [s(a,b)+ d(a,b) ]) rating for different product pairs increases with the familiarity of the pairs. This suggests the following base hypothesis.
HI:
The perceived similarity plus dissimilarity of product pairs, [s(a,b) + d(a,b) ], increases with their relative familiarity.
Note that the hypothesis predicts that similarity plus dissimilarity will increase rather than predicting that both similarity and dissimilarity will increase. The similarity plus dissimilarity measure is consistent with Tversky's (1977) predictions. It also takes into account the likelihood that familiarity has another systematic effect on product proximity judgments. Product categorization is generally viewed as a process of grouping and distinguishing (Howard, 1977) . As familiarity increases, differences among the members of a category become more salient and, over time, subcategories develop (Rosch, 1975 (Rosch, , 1977 . As consumers become more familiar with a category of products, we expect that the perceived similarity (dissimilarity) among the products should decrease (increase). It is unlikely, therefore, that Tversky's context effect will result in net increases in both similarity and dissimilarity with familiarity. Similarity plus dissimilarity should be a more sensitive measure of the context effect.
At least two factors may mitigate the degree to which increased familiarity and feature set size translate into increased feature measures. One is the relative proximity of the stimuli in a set. A second is the categorical level of the stimuli. The theoretical arguments and specific hypotheses for these mitigating factors are detailed in the following sections.
Relative proximity
We predict that stimuli at either extreme of relative proximity in a set are relatively unaffected by whether a similarity or dissimilarity scale is used. Only at more intermediate levels may the similarity or dissimilarity nature of the scale have much effect. This prediction is based on the presumption that the variance in feature measures or salience driving Tversky's prediction is minimal at the extremes and maximized among moderately proximal stimuli.
For most consumer product categories there are typically a small number of salient aspects on which consumers group and distinguish stimuli across the category (e.g., the cola versus non-cola and diet versus non-diet nature of soft drinks). Using a memory probe, Johnson (1986) found that consumers only elicited an average of five associated features when prompted with individ-ual soft drinks, beers, and fruits. Information processing studies likewise suggest that consumers seldom use more than four or five attributes when evaluating choice alternatives (Jacoby et al., 1977; Lussier and Olshavsky, 1979; Brucks, 1985) . That product attributes are typically skewed in their importance weights, where only a relatively small number of attributes have substantive impact on judgment and choice, is consistent with the growing number of studies that support hierarchical or elimination-type choice models (Hauser, 1986; Johnson, 1988; Johnson and Payne, 1985; Klein and Bither, 1987; Tversky and Sattath, 1979) . If consumers rely primarily on a small number of important attributes, it follows that there are also a number of less important or secondary attributes that consumers may or may not use (e.g., manufacturer, packaging, etc.). The influence of these secondary attributes should increase with product familiarity and the resulting store of product related attributes in memory (Alba and Hutchinson, 1987; Howard, 1977) .
It is reasonable to expect that the more important attributes, whether they be common or distinctive, affect similarity and dissimilarity judgments alike. In contrast, the more secondary attributes should have their greatest influence at an intermediate level of relative proximity. Consider that relatively similar or dissimilar products in a set likely have all or most of the more perceptually diagnostic attributes or aspects as either common or distinctive features. No matter what other attributes are common or unique to particular stimuli, these products will be judged as either very similar (not at all dissimilar) or very dissimilar (not at all similar). The relative influence of the secondary attributes should be minimal. For stimuli between the extremes there is no overriding combination of important common or distinctive features which limits the variability in their feature measures. This should increase the likelihood of a similarity/dissimilarity context effect.
Thus there may be perceptual floor and ceiling effects within any given stimulus set which mitigate any context effect at the extremes. Consider that any two diet colas (e.g., Diet Pepsi and Diet Coke) may be so similar compared to the other soft drinks that they will always be rated as very similar (not at all dissimilar). There are two salient common features that result in a high level of perceived similarity no matter how relatively familiar the soft drinks are. At the other extreme, there are pairs of soft drinks which differ in both their diet versus non-diet and cola versus non-cola distinctions (e.g., Diet Coke and Seven Up, or Diet Sprite and Pepsi). Even as consumers become more familiar with these products and have a greater store of associated features, there are two salient distinctive features that should again result in relatively equivalent feature measures. Now consider more moderately proximal pairs in the set (e.g., Diet Coke and Pepsi, or Diet Coke and Diet Seven Up). Intuitively, the more secondary features of these stimuli should play a much greater role in determining their perceived proximity. Here, the more familiar the pair of soft drinks for any given consumer, the higher its similarity plus dissimilarity rating. This suggests a second hypothesis as an alternative to the general context effect predicted under hypothesis one. Hypothesis two posits an interaction between a similarity/dissimilarity context manipulation and the relative proximity of the stimuli in a set.
H2:
A similarity~dissimilarity context effect is more likely at an intermediate level of relative proximity than at either extreme.
Category level
A second factor that should mitigate the potential for a similarity/dissimilarity context effect is the categorical level of the stimuli involved. Johnson et al. (1990a) report that subject fatigue has a greater effect on perceptions among brands from the same category than among products that cross category boundaries. As Johnson et al. (1990b) argue, these results are likely due to the salient category differences that more consistently affect judgments involving product category level stimuli. This suggests that category level stimuli (e.g., beverages) should have feature measures that are relatively insensitive to differences in familiarity and associated features. More homogeneous brand level stimuli (e.g., soft drinks) should have feature measures that are more sensitive to differences in familiarity, which should increase the likelihood of a similarity/ dissimilarity context effect.
Our prediction regarding brands versus categories rests on the notion that there is a particularly salient or "basic" level of categorization at which categories are most differentiated from one another (Rosch et al., 1976) . That is, they exhibit a singularly high degree of inclusiveness or similarity of their members (Murphy, 1982; Murphy and Smith, 1982; Rosch, 1975; Rosch et al., 1976) . Brand level stimuli are more likely to belong to the same basic level category while category level stimuli are more likely to cross basic level categories. As defined here, category level stimuli contain n stimuli from k basic level categories where k < n and k > 1. One example is beverage stimuli that include diet and non-diet soft drinks, fruit juice and lemonade, and milk and chocolate milk. The basic level distinctions should dominate the feature measures of these category level stimuli. Membership in the same or a different basic level category should drive the judgments, be they similarity judgments or dissimilarity judgments. The marginally important within-category similarities and differences that vary in salience with stimulus familiarity should have relatively little effect.
The discussion suggests another interactionbased hypothesis, where a similarity/dissimilarity context effect depends on the categorical level of the stimuli involved, which we state as hypothesis three.
(brand versus category), and the relative proximity of the pairs within each stimulus set. Independent similarity and dissimilarity judgments were collected for each of four different stimulus sets using a between-subjects design. In the similarity task, subjects rated the products on a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (not at all similar), to 7 (very similar). In the dissimilarity task, subjects rated the products on a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (not at all dissimilar), to (7 very dissimilar). Following Tversky and Gati (1978) , each pair of products was embedded in a separate sentence ("How similar (dissimilar) are product X and product Y?") to maximize the potential for a similarity/dissimilarity context effect. The pairs were rated in one random order by approximately half of the subjects in each condition and in reverse order by the other half.
The stimuli included four of five sets used in the Johnson et al. (1990a) fatigue study, two brand level sets and two category level sets. These stimuli were selected because they meet the conditions of brand and category level stimuli described earlier. Each subject provided pairedcomparison proximity ratings for one of the four sets. Two sets (beverages and snacks) include stimuli that cross category boundaries while two sets (soft drinks and candy bars) include brands from the same category. Each stimulus set involved 12 products for a total of 66 paired comparison judgments per subject.
The relative proximity of the pairs was operationalized as follows. For each stimulus set we H3: A similarity/dissimilarity context effect is more likely among brand level stimuli than among category level stimuli.
We now report on the empirical study designed to test these hypotheses.
Study one: Method and procedure

Our dependent variable of interest is [s(a,b) + d(a,b)].
The main independent variables in the study are the relative familiarity of the stimulus pairs, the categorical level of the stimulus set 1 The specific stimuli used in our study included (1) fruit juice, lemonade, soft drink, diet soft drink, club soda, bottled water, iced tea, iced coffee, ice cream soda, milk shake, chocolate milk, and milk for beverages, (2) popcorn, nacho chips, crackers, potato chips, cheese, grapes, apple, frozen yogurt, ice cream, cookie, candy bar, and brownie for snacks, (3) Sprite, Seven Up, Diet Sprite, Diet Seven Up, Orange Crush, Diet Orange Crush, Coke Classic, New Coke, Pepsi, Cherry Coke, Diet Coke, and Diet Pepsi for soft drinks, and (4) Three Musketeers, Mars Bar, Milky Way, Snickers, M&M Plain, M&M Peanut, Hershey's Plain, Hershey's Almond, Nestle's Crunch, Reece's Peanut Butter Cups, Twix Caramel, and Kit Kat for candy bars. To make the snack food stimuli more current, we replaced yogurt in the Johnson et al. study with frozen yogurt for our study.
obtained an average similarity and average dissimilarity for each product pair. We converted the dissimilarity averages to a 1 to 7 similarity scale (i.e., 8 -d(a,b) ) and then averaged the two measures to obtain an overall average proximity, p(a,b), for each pair across all the subjects, where p( a,b ) = ( s( a,b ) + (8 - d( a,b ) ) ) / 2. The pairs in each set were categorized using this measure into three relative proximity levels, most proximal pairs Although our three-level categorization of relative proximity is conceptually appropriate given the arguments underlying hypothesis two, one problem is that sample size varies across conditions. Overall, there are only 28 product pairs that fall in the most proximal range versus 69 and 167 in the moderately proximal and least proximal ranges. Thus the average number of most proximal pairs in each stimulus set is only 7. One solution is to create equally sized relative proximity conditions for each stimulus set (i.e., 22 pairs in each condition for each set). This is problematic in that it forces one to include relatively dissimilar pairs in the moderately proximal range and moderately proximal pairs in the most proximal range. While we focus on the categorization based on meaningful scale ranges, we also report results obtained using the equally sized relative proximity conditions as a check.
Finally, a measure of the subjects' experience with the products was used to operationalize the relative familiarity of the pairs. After the proximity rating task, each subject was asked to rate his or her frequency of consumption for each of the twelve products in the set on a five point scale (every day = 1, every week = 2, every month = 3, every year = 4, and never = 5). This measure was chosen because familiar products are those with which consumers have the most direct interactions and resulting product knowledge (Alba and Hutchinson, 1987) . Empirically, other data also suggested that a frequency of consumption measure closely reflects differences in associated features as assumed. 2 The contrast model predicts a similarity/dissimilarity context effect when pairs of stimuli have both more common and more distinctive features than other pairs. Pair familiarity is operationalized as the product of the pairwise consumption measures to properly capture this precondition of joint familiarity.
Subjects were recruited from graduate and undergraduate business courses and paid for their participation. The study was run in groups of approximately 40 using a questionnaire format. A total of 156 subjects participated, 38, 39, 40, and 39 subjects respectively for the beverages, snacks, soft drinks, and candy bars. The subjects were equally split between the similarity and dissimilarity conditions (78 each).
Study one: Analysis and results
Initial regression analyses reveal a high level of consistency between the independent similarity and dissimilarity judgments. These judgments were highly correlated (r = -0.98, -0.93, -0.97, and -0.96 respectively for the soft drinks, candy bars, beverages, and snacks). This suggests that a 2 In a separate study, a sample of 89 subjects taken from the same population as the present study was administered a memory probe. Each subject responded to each of the twelve products in one of the four stimulus sets (n = 20, 21, 24, and 24 for soft drinks, beverages, candy bars, and snacks). Using a questionnaire format, subjects were asked to list all of the aspects or attributes that came to mind in response to each of the twelve products. The stimuli were presented in one random order for approximately half of the subjects and in reverse order for the other half. The subjects then rated each of the twelve products with respect to their: (1) confidence in judging the stimuli, (2) self-rated knowledge, (3) frequency of consumption, and (4) frequency of purchase. Frequency of consumption was the best indicator of associated features from the probe (correlation of 0.51) followed by frequency of purchase (0.50), confidence in judging (0.34), and self-rated knowledge (0.13). similarity/dissimilarity context effect is either highly localized or absent.
An overall analysis of variance was used to provide an initial test of the hypotheses in which each rated pair of products serves as an observation (n = 264; 66 pairs for each of four stimulus sets). It was expected that average consumption experience increases significantly from brands to categories . We standardized our experience-based familiarity measure within each stimulus set to control for such differences. The dependent variable is [s(a,b)+  d(a,b) ], while the independent variables included our continuous measure of pair familiarity, a three-level relative proximity factor (most, moderately, and least proximal pairs), a two-level category level factor (brands and categories), and two nested variables to capture differences between the two qualitatively different stimulus sets at the brand and category levels. Also included were the two-and three-way interactions involving pair familiarity, category level, and relative proximity.
The overall ANOVA shows no main effect for pair familiarity, relative proximity, or stimulus level on [s(a,b)+ d(a,b) ]. Thus hypothesis one, which posits a general similarity/dissimilarity context effect, was not supported. The only significant two-way interaction (F(2,250)= 3.79, p < 0.05) was that involving relative proximity and stimulus level on [s(a,b)+d(a,b) ]. There was, however, a marginally significant three-way interaction involving familiarity, relative proximity, and stimulus level (F(2,250)=2.52, p <0.10). Although not directly relevant to our hypotheses, there were significant nested effects for the two sets of brands (F(1,250) = 17.62, p < 0.001) and two sets of categories (F(1,250) This pattern of results supports hypothesis two in that the similarity/dissimilarity context effect only occurs among our moderately proximal stimuli.
To test hypothesis three, separate analyses were conducted for each stimulus level: brands and categories. This hypothesis assumes at least equal or greater variance in familiarity for our categories versus our brands. Otherwise differences in familiarity will necessarily be less determinant of context effects at the category level. The standard deviation in our familiarity variable was slightly greater for the category level stimuli (1.08 versus 0.73), which alleviates this concern. In the ANOVAs for brands and categories, the main effect of familiarity on [s(a,b) + d(a,b) ] was not significant in either case. However, given the support for hypothesis two, the appropriate test for hypothesis three is the existence of a familiarity by relative proximity interaction for brands but not categories. This interaction was not significant for brands, but marginally significant for categories (F(2,125) = 2.95, p < 0.10). That is, the support for hypothesis two is concentrated among the category level stimuli rather than the brands. Thus hypothesis three was not supported.
Recall that, as a check, we also tested the hypotheses using a three-level classification of relative proximity in which the sample sizes were equal across conditions. The results were very consistent with those reported above. 3 Table 1 presents the correlations between our familiarity measure and the three proximity mea-
sures of interest, [s(a,b)+ d(a,b)], s(a,b), and d(a,b)
to illustrate these relationships. Consistent with hypothesis two, the only condition in which we find a consistent positive relationship between 
[s(a,b) + d(a,b)] and familiarity across stimulus
sets is for the moderately proximal pairs. Consistent with the ANOVA, the correlations are also larger for the category level stimuli than for the brands. Dissimilarity increases and similarity de- This relationship is exactly the opposite of the predicted similarity/dissimilarity context effect. It is important to keep in mind, however, that the product pairs in this condition were all constrained to be very dissimilar (not at all similar). Similarity judgments actually increased (r = 0.055) and dissimilarity judgments decreased (r = -0.152) for these pairs. In hindsight, the direction of these relationships is consistent with an "ad hoc" view of categories and categorization (Barsalou, 1983 (Barsalou, , 1985 . According to this view, consumers perceive greater similarity among the most dissimilar products in a category as they gain experience with the products and see how they may be used as complements or substitutes in unique purchase and consumption contexts.
creases with familiarity across the sets, which is consistent with the argument that product categorization proceeds by a process of grouping and distinguishing. As familiarity grows, consumers learn more about the differences among products in any given category. Finally, the relatively small number of most proximal pairs results in more erratic correlations for this condition across the sets.
Study two: Priming task
Overall the results of study one support the contention that a similarity/dissimilarity context effect is most prevalent among the moderately proximal stimuli in a set. The primary goal of study two is to examine the generalizability of this result to a qualitatively different context effect. A secondary goal is to examine a context effect that is more likely to reveal important differences between brand level and category level stimuli.
A priming task was chosen for several reasons. It is qualitatively quite different from the context manipulation in study one. Previous research has shown that priming tasks, designed to increase the salience of particular attributes or criteria, systematically affect consumers' evaluative judgments and choices (Alba and Hutchinson, 1987; Bettman and Sujan, 1987 ). The contrast model and hypotheses described under study one also apply directly to this type of task. Finally, unlike the similarity/dissimilarity effect, a priming task predicts different directional effects on the perceived proximity of brands and categories making it more likely to reveal any brand versus category differences.
Hypotheses
Priming tasks act as a means of spreading activation within a subject's memory for product information (Anderson, 1983) . Within the context of the contrast model, this spread of activation should increase the likelihood that associated product features will affect subsequent similarity ratings. This all assumes that there is a sufficient level of product experience and resulting associated features to be activated by the prime (Murphy and Medin, 1985) . The hypotheses that follow are developed with these relative "expert" consumers in mind and our initial empirical analysis will focus on validating this assumption.
The directional effect of a priming task should depend on whether brands or categories are being judged. Brands are, by definition, relatively similar alternatives from the same basic-level category which have predominantly common features. A priming task that activates these predominantly common features should, therefore, increase subsequent perceptions of proximity. Advertising research supports a similar hypothesis in that comparative ads increase the perceived similarity of brands (Gorn and Weinberg, 1984; Johnson and Home, 1988) . When stimuli cross salient category boundaries there should be a relative predominance of distinctive features. A priming task that activates these predominantly distinctive features should decrease subsequent perceptions of proximity. This prediction also mirrors that developed in an advertising context where comparative ads may differentiate products that cross salient category boundaries (Walker et al., 1986) . The discussion suggests two general hypotheses. H4: A priming task should increase the perceived proximity of brand level stimuli.
H5: A priming task should decrease the perceived proximity of category level stimuli.
However, as in study one, we expect perceptual floor and ceiling effects on product feature measures at the extremes of proximity within a stimulus set. The more secondary product associations of experienced subjects, when primed, should influence those judgments involving moderately proximal stimuli. Unlike relatively similar or dissimilar stimuli in a set, there is no overriding combination of important common or distinctive features that limits the variability in feature measures and subsequent proximity judgments.
H6: Priming task effects on proximity judgments are more likely at an intermediate level of relative proximity than at either extreme.
Finally, as argued previously, the existence of salient category differences may limit the degree to which a priming manipulation affects categories as opposed to brands.
H7: Priming task effects on proximity judgments are more likely among brand level stimuli than among category level stimuli.
These hypotheses are tested in study two.
Study two: Method and procedure
Two different priming conditions were used in the empirical study, general attribute primes and specific attribute primes. Pre-tests revealed no difference between the two priming conditions, suggesting that each condition primed the same set of product associations. In the analyses that follow, the two types of primes are treated as a single condition with potential nested effects to account for the particular type of prime used. Thus the experimental manipulations included a two-level priming factor (prime versus no prime), a two-level nested factor under the priming condition (specific versus general prime), and a twolevel factor for brand versus category level stimuli in a between-subjects design. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of six conditions: (1) category level stimuli/specific primes, (2) categories/ general primes, (3) categories/no primes, (4) brand level stimuli/specific primes, (5) brands/ general primes, or (6) brands/no primes. The stimuli included the twelve candy bars and twelve snack foods from study one. Ninety-six student subjects were recruited for the experiment and paid for their participation.
Each subject received three items: 1) the priming task, 2) the main task, and 3) a single sheet for comments and questions. Subjects were told that they would be participating in two unrelated studies and were instructed to complete Study A (the priming task) before beginning Study B (the main task). After finishing the main task, subjects had the opportunity to write down any questions and/or comments they had about either study. None of the participants questioned the independence of the two studies.
Priming task
An initial questionnaire contained a task to prime the subjects' knowledge of the candy bar or snack food stimuli. As noted, each participant was randomly placed into a general prime condition, a specific prime condition, or into a no prime control condition. The priming manipulation follows Bettman and Sujan's (1987) study in which subjects were primed with a level of processing type task. Bettman and Sujan constructed three word lists of ten words each; each list was relevant to one of the priming conditions. Subjects were first presented with the two word lists not relevant to their condition and asked to perform a structural processing task (determining whether the word contained the letter "e"). The relevant word list was then processed semantically by asking subjects to think of a product described by that word. This priming manipulation ensures that all subjects process all words, the relevant ones at a "deep" level and the nonrelevant words at a "shallow" level.
In our study, three word lists were constructed: a general and a specific list for the prime condition and a neutral list for the no prime condition. The general and specific word lists were generated during a memory probe pretest using two separate samples of 15 subjects drawn from the same population as the main part of the study. This was a free-association task in which the subjects were asked to write down the first ten words that came to mind after being prompted with "snack" as a general cue or "chocolate" as a specific cue. Ten attributes, the cue and the nine attributes mentioned most frequently in response to the cue, were used to prime the subjects. These attributes included snack, meal, eat, food, munch, treat, nibble, edibles, nosh, and morsel for the general prime list and chocolate, dark, brown, carob, cocoa, sweet, sugar, milk, mocha, and hazel for the specific prime list. Finally, ten neutral words for the no prime condition were selected from Paivio's list of nouns rated on generality-specificity (Paivio, 1971) . These ten words (amount, clean, comedy, health, pressure, month, length, pact, joke, occasion) represent neutral words in that they fall around the midpoint of the specificity-generality scale.
Consistent with our cover story that subjects would be volunteering for two independent studies, the subjects were told they would first be participating in a pre-test to be used later as part of a larger study on word perceptions. They were first presented with the two non-target word lists. Students performed a structural processing task on these twenty words by circling each word that contained the letter "a". After finishing this, they then encountered a target list of the ten words relevant to their priming condition, which they were to process semantically: the general or the specific attribute list for the prime condition and the neutral word list for the no prime condition. The subjects were instructed to read each word and think of a unique sentence using that word.
To check that the relevant list was processed at a deeper level than the non-relevant lists, the last page of the questionnaire queried students to recall as many of the 30 words as they could. Results of the manipulation check indicate that the subjects recalled significantly more semantically processed words (7.11) than structurally processed words (1.92; t = 15.40, p < 0.001).
Main task
Immediately after completing the priming study, subjects were told they would be participating in a new study on consumer products. Their first task was to rate the pairwise proximity of different products. Half of the subjects received brand level products consisting of the twelve candy bar brands from study one. The other half received twelve category level products consisting of the snack foods from study one. The subjects were first shown a list of all the stimuli they would be rating and a sample rating scale. Subjects then rated the perceived proximity of each pair of products on a seven point scale ranging from 1 (very similar) to 7 (very dissimilar). Note that, in contrast to experiment 1, our discussion and hypotheses focus on a neutral "very similar to very dissimilar" proximity rating scale. This scale was reverse coded in subsequent analyses so that higher values represent increased proximity. Half of the subjects rated the pairs in random order and the other half in the reverse order for each stimulus set.
The relative proximity and familiarity of the pairs were operationalized in the same fashion as in study one. Because the sample sizes for relative proximity were again small in the most proximal condition (n = 6 and 9 for brands and categories), we again checked the relative proximity hypothesis using a relatively proximity variable in which sample sizes were constrained to be equal across conditions.
Study two: Analysis and results
As in study one, initial regression analyses reveal a high level of consistency between the pairwise proximity judgments for the prime and no prime conditions. These judgments were correlated 0.90 and 0.96 for the candy bar pairs (n = 66) and snack food pairs (n = 66), respectively. As for the similarity/dissimilarity effect, this suggests that the priming effect is again either highly localized or non-existent.
Analysis of variance was used to test our assumption that a priming task affects those subjects who are relatively familiar with the products being judged. Our dependent variable here and in subsequent analyses is each subject's average proximity rating for the relevant product pairs. A median split of average familiarity across products was used to categorize the subjects into two levels of relative familiarity for each stimulus set: experts and novices. Both the experts and novices were included in an initial overall ANOVA. This analysis reveals a significant three-way interaction of stimulus level by prime by familiarity on average similarity (F(1,87) = 4.23, p < 0.025). We then examined the novices separately and, as expected, found no support for hypotheses four through seven.
Subsequent analyses focus on the expert subjects to test hypotheses four through seven. Hypotheses four and five were tested with an ANOVA which contained a two-level priming factor (prime versus no prime), a two-level category level factor (brands and categories), a twolevel nested variable for the type of prime (general versus specific), and the interaction involving the priming and category level factors. The resuits reveal a significant prime by level interaction (F(1,45) --4.06, p < 0.025). Separate analyses for the brands and categories reveal that the priming task increases proximity for the brands (F(1,47) = 3.41, p < 0.05) but has no significant effect on the categories (F < 1). These results support hypothesis four but not hypothesis five. This pattern of results also supports hypothesis seven, which posits that any priming effects are likely to be stronger for brands than for categories.
Hypothesis six predicts that the effects are not general but localized among the moderately proximal pairs. As in study one, an explicit test of this hypothesis requires an analysis of effects for each separate level of relative proximity and we con-ducted separate ANOVAs for this purpose. For the most proximal pairs, there was no significant prime by level interaction. The only result here is that the most proximal categories were more similar than the most proximal brands (F(1,45)= 7.83, p < 0.01). There was no significant increase in brand level proximity, or decrease in category level proximity, with the use of a prime. There was a significant prime by level interaction for the moderately proximal pairs (F(1,45)= 4.92, p < 0.05). This interaction is driven by a marginally significant increase in brand level similarity (F(1,47) --2.27, p < 0.07) as well as a significant decrease in category level similarity (F(1,47)= 2.70, p < 0.05) with the use of a prime. Finally there was a significant prime by level interaction for the least proximal pairs (F(1,45) = 3.90, p < 0.05), although it was not as strong as that observed for the moderately proximal pairs. This interaction is driven by a significant increase in brand level similarity with the use of a prime (F(1,47) = 4.42, p < 0.05). There was no significant or near-significant priming effect for the least proximal, category level pairs. There was also a significant main effect for level (F(1,45)= 2.88, p < 0.05) among the least proximal pairs.
The mean proximity levels are provided in Table 2 . They illustrate the general increase in perceived brand level proximity with the use of a prime. Although the priming task decreased the proximity for the categories as predicted, this decrease was not significant across all the pairs. These results support hypotheses four and seven but not hypothesis five. Finally, supporting hypothesis six and consistent with the findings in study one, the priming effects are more prevalent among the moderately proximal stimuli. Re-analysis of the data using the relative proximity variable in which sample size was constrained to be equal across conditions showed essentially the same pattern of results; the priming effects were again more prevalent among the moderately proximal stimuli.
These results suggest that priming a subject's product knowledge increases the salience of existing similarities among brands and differences among categories. Consistent with the predictions made using Tversky's contrast model and the results of study one, this context effect has a greater impact when a pair of products is among the moderately proximal pairs in a set. Study two also suggests that priming effects are greater for brands than for categories.
General discussion
A number of research studies have identified context effects in consumer judgments. Yet prior research is unclear as to whether these context effects pervade consumer judgments of product proximity. This study used Tversky's (1977) contrast model of similarity to hypothesize that these context effects should be more pronounced among the moderately proximal stimuli in a set, and more likely to occur for brands than for categories. The two studies reported here provide support for the first prediction and mixed support for the second. The results of study one reveal that the similarity/ dissimilarity context effect popularized by Tversky is concentrated among moderately proximal stimuli. Even here, there is no general increase in both similarity and dissimilarity judgments with stimulus familiarity as reported in earlier studies (e.g., Tversky and Gati, 1978) . Rather, our subjects perceived greater dissimilarity (less similarity) among products as familiarity increased. This is consistent with the general view of category formation as a process of grouping and then distinguishing among products. These results demonstrate that a similarity/dissimilarity context effect does not pervade consumer product judgments. Although we expected the effect to be more likely for brands than for categories, no such difference emerged. Similarity and dissimilarity judgments were very consistent for the brands and categories of beverages and snack foods studied here (overall r = -0.95).
Our second study examined whether a priming of consumers' product knowledge would increase the perceived proximity of similar brands and decrease the proximity of more dissimilar categories. While providing another test of the relative proximity hypothesis, this type of effect should be more likely to reveal differences between brand and category level stimuli. The most important finding of this study is that, like the similarity/ dissimilarity effect, the priming effect was most prevalent among the moderately proximal stimuli in a set. This supports our contention that context effects have a localized effect on a subset of products in a set. The study was also successful in showing that priming effects are more prominent among brands than among categories. This is consistent with Johnson et al.'s (1990a) study of the effects of fatigue on proximity and the notion that category level differences are more salient than brand level differences.
The primary implication of these results concerns the interchangeability of alternative proximity measures. For those worried that subtle context manipulations or priming effects add systematic biases to product judgments, our results are encouraging. This was not the case in either study; task and context effects did not systematically plague our consumers' judgments. Again, the effects that did occur were localized among the moderately proximal products in a category.
This, in turn, provides insight into the debate over whether or not proximity can be used to predict preferences. Marketers often use positioning maps to explain and predict consumers' strength of preference for alternative brands. These maps presume that proximal brands are more substitutable or equally preferred by consumers. This assumption has been challenged by empirical evidence that proximity and preference judgments are often discrepant (Shocker et al., 1990; Elrod, 1988) . One explanation for this discrepancy is that proximity judgments are inherently unstable and systematically biased by context and task effects. This argument has been advanced in both psychology and marketing (Malhotra, 1990; Medin et al., 1990) . Our results downplay this possibility and suggest that it is only a viable explanation among the more moderately proximal stimuli in a set. An interesting proposition for future research would be to test whether the relationship between proximity and preference is stronger among the most proximal and least proximal product pairs in a set than among moderately proximal pairs. Our results also lend credence to an alternative explanation for a preference-proximity discrepancy, as suggested by I~fkoff-Hagius and Mason (1990) , which is that the relative importance of attributes varies between proximity and preference judgments.
A second implication relates to how we measure proximity and related constructs in marketing research. Similarity and dissimilarity scales are used to operationalize not only perceived proximity but also prototypicality (Loken and Ward, 1990) and brand equity manipulations (Keller, 1991) . Although alternative proximity measures may not be completely interchangeable, they are generally consistent. This suggests that we view perceived proximity as a latent or unobservable variable that is reliably reflected in alternative measures and scales (Fornell, 1989) . Thus one could use a similarity judgment, a dissimilarity judgment, and subject-referent judgments (i.e., how similar is a to b?) as multiple indicators of some underlying level of proximity. These proximity judgments would also be useful when operationalizing latent prototypicality. The more proximal, on average, any given stimulus is to the other products in a set, the more prototypical the stimulus is of the set as a whole (Nosofsky, 1988) . Reliable multiple measures of prototypicality could thus be obtained from alternative proximity judgments. As an indication of this, we calculated the average proximity of each beverage alternative from study one to the other eleven beverages in the set using both the similarity and dissimilarity judgments. The resulting prototypicality measures were correlated 0.94.
That we should view proximity as a latent variable is consistent with recent developments in the scaling literature. DeSarbo et al.'s (1992) TSCALE procedure rests on this presumption. These authors argue that whether products are cognitively represented using dichotomous features or continuous dimensions, their properties may be captured at a more abstract level using latent dimensions. Their procedure uses alternative proximity measures to operationalize Tversky's contrast model at a latent variable level. DeSarbo et al. illustrate the procedure using both fast food restaurants and soft drinks as stimuli. An interesting result in their study parallels our findings. To operationalize latent proximity, subjects were asked to judge directionally how similar product a was to product b as well as how similar product b was to product a. Tversky (1977) reports that, when one stimulus has more distinctive features than another, this subject-referent context manipulation should result in systematically different judgments. However, these judgments were minimally different and provided good multiple measures of latent proximity.
A possible limitation of our studies is that the stimuli may have been limited in the degree to which their feature measures could vary. This may have kept any observed context effects to a minimum. For example, our soft drink and candy bar stimuli included only national brands. Using national as well as local brands may have increased the familiarity and knowledge differences and the potential for context effects. However, even with this limitation, we found a predictable context effect among our moderately proximal stimuli in both studies as well as a general priming effect for our brands in study two. Another limitation is that our studies are limited to food and beverage products. The context effects studied here may be more or less prominent among other product types.
